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2019 MEMBERSHIP NEWS
Thanks to all who have renewed their
memberships for a further year – this now only
applies to those who receive Racin’ by post.
If you are currently on the ‘postal list’ of members,
and you have not yet renewed, you will find a
coloured dot on the address label for this edition
of Racin’ Magazine.
If you still have not renewed by the time the
June/July magazine is distributed, you will be
moved onto the online membership list instead.
Online members need take no action as your
membership renews automatically. You will
receive the new password via e mail in due
course.
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Above: John Sexton is ‘Under the Spotlight’ with
Brian Goodwill see pages 4/6 for the fuller details.
Below: Club member Belinda Rose is riding in a
Charity Race at Hereford’s meeting on March 26th
and arranging a Newmarket stable visit/tour on April
17th (Craven Stakes day). Please support this
excellent fund-raising activity! See page 9.
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COMPETITION NEWS
& RESULTS
ALEX BIRD COMPETITION
A close finish to the first round of 2019 with
several possible winners going into the last 3
races. Frank Turley (from Fulwood, Preston),
who selected 2 of the last 3 winners on day
4, is our provisional winner of the Cheltenham
round.
Congratulations to Frank who wins £50
and to newcomer Phillip Doyle (from
Widnes) who wins £25 as runner-up. The
result will be confirmed shortly.

SATURDAY NAPS
COMPETITION 2018-19
The leader’s scores in Round 3 were as
follows:
Phil Evans 20.73pts
Peter Flynn 15.5pts
With just three weeks remaining the leaders
scores in Round 4 are as below with
seasonal scores in the right-hand column.
R4
18.9
9
8
7
7
7
6
2

Thanks to everyone for entering this year –
John will send out a reminder ahead of the
next round at Aintree.
The leader’s scores were as below:

Tot
24.8
29
6.65
26.5
13
-0.5
25.53
-7.5

Name & Entry No.
Ray Squire 19
Dave Edge 32
Martin Baggott 06
Linda Boswell 94
Jim Flanagan 79
Ken Unsworth 11
Phil Evans 24
Ed Carson 97

CHELTENHAM ROUND RESULT
FRANK TURLEY 203
PHILLIP DOYLE 195
BRENDAN O'MEARA 176
JOHN BOSWELL 2 173
TED HALEWOOD 170
COLIN MALONE 168
PAUL WALKER 161
JOHN BOSWELL 1 160
KEN UNSWORTH 1 158
TIM COGAN 158
ROB MCDERMOTT 158
ALAN PRESTON 153
EDDIE CARSON 151
LINDA BOSWELL 151
JIM AITKENHEAD 148
MARK BANKS 143
GARY MELLOR 142
COLIN STANTON 140
BRIAN JAMES 140
MIKE CAMPBELL 1 140

Thanks to all our sponsors including Betfred,
who have again provided £100 of betting
vouchers, with tickets also provided by the
following courses: Aintree, Bangor On Dee,
Cartmel, Catterick, Haydock, Hexham,
Kelso, Ludlow, Sedgefield & Worcester.

59’S DRAW RESULTS
Our latest winners of the monthly £50 prize are as
below:
Feb 2nd 2019 – 20 – Alan Parker from Stockport.
Mar 2nd 2019 – 54 – Ray Squire from Bury.
If anyone else wants to join the draw please
contact Phil Evans (see committee panel). We
currently have number 40 available.
It costs £1pm to join in with the winner based
upon the UK Lottery ‘Bonus Ball’ drawn on the
first Saturday of the month.
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AINTREE FESTIVAL &
GRAND NATIONAL
PREVIEW NIGHT

Wednesday April 3rd – 7.45pm
Victoria Inn, Newton Le Willows, WA12 8EP
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PANEL GUESTS INCLUDE:

GARETH LEONARD (SIS BROADCASTER)
KEITH MCHUGH (RACING JOURNALIST)
& GORDON ARMISTEAD (RACING DIARY)

*FREE ENTRY TO ALL MEMBERS & GUESTS*
We will have limited seating for this event and whilst tickets are not required it will assist us if you can
advise Dave Bates if you are hoping to attend on the night. Guests of members will be welcome also.
You can contact Dave via e mail on bates270@btinternet.com or text to 07483 236953.
As regards the panel, Gareth Leonard will be well known to those who attended the recent
Cheltenham preview night at Haydock Park. Gareth also sat on the panel for our Royal Ascot night a
couple of years ago. Keith McHugh was for many years the racing correspondent with the Oldham
Chronicle and is a past winner of the Racing Post tipping challenge for journalists. In recent years
Keith has become freelance, including writing for the Racing Post amongst others. Gordon
Armistead is the author of the regular ‘Racing Diary’ articles in the club magazine and probably has
as many ‘racing miles’ on his car as do many jockeys. Like Keith he is a regular at these events in
recent years.
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RACING SPOTLIGHT – JOHN SEXTON
HOW DID YOU FIRST GET INTO RACING?
The first time I went into a betting shop I was 15 (I was big for my age!) and in an attempt to impress my friends I
staked two shillings on a horse called Redlands. This was 80 per cent of my weekly pocket money, but he won at 41 and I picked up a month’s money in two minutes and thought ‘this is the life’.
I got my break in racing journalism when my old and much-missed friend Peter Moore was appointed deputy editor
of the Hull Daily Mail and asked me to take over his weekly racing column. I went on to become racing
correspondent of the Northern Echo and racing editor of the Wolverhampton Express & Star.
CAN YOU RECALL A PARTICULAR GOOD BET FROM YOUR YOUTH [AFTER THE AGE OF 18 OF COURSE]?
When I was about 20, my mate Fred and I set off from Manchester on a week-long sporting holiday. We were going
to watch West Brom v Arsenal and then on to Wolverhampton’s evening meeting. Then it was on to London for
Middlesex v Surrey in the John Player League on the Sunday before racing at Windsor on the Monday evening,
Folkestone on the Tuesday, Goodwood on Wednesday and Thursday, Lingfield on Friday before driving home
through the night to go to Haydock on the Saturday.
We severely underestimated how much money we would need, particularly after drawing a rather nasty blank at
Wolverhampton and by the time we got to Windsor it was a case of win big or go home. We pooled virtually
everything we had left and stuck it all on a grey horse called Greenhills, which I think Ryan Price trained. Anyway, it
was given a vintage Lester Piggott ride and won at 9-2!! We went on to complete the holiday in style.
One other bet I remember was having a yankee during the six weeks I worked as a bus conductor while deciding
what I was going to do for a career. There were betting shops either end of the route and at each turn round I
popped in to see how they had gone on. The first three won and it was all on the Oaks winner Pia in the Park Hill
Stakes at Doncaster. I decided to have a ‘saver’ on Pink Gem and when I went in the shop at the other end of the
route found out they had dead-heated.
YOU ARE THE RACEDAY PRESENTER AT CARTMEL AND LIVE LOCALLY. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS SO
SPECIAL ABOUT THE PLACE?
There is simply nowhere like Cartmel. A beautiful setting, some great racing for a small racecourse, a fantastic
atmosphere and a raceday presenter who wishes you Merry Christmas as you go home on August Bank Holiday
Monday!
We go out of our way to make people feel welcome with the emphasis on fun with a capital ‘F’. Come on, where else
do you hear the announcement ‘would racegoers please extinguish their barbecues’ as the horses are going to the
start!
Racecourse chairman Lord Cavendish has a saying ‘what can I do so as not to lose the magic?’ and that just about
sums it up. Magical.
WHAT WOULD YOU PUT INTO RACING'S ROOM 101?
As a lover of racing history, the plain daft way that racing decides its champion jockey on the Flat. How can it be
right that sellers on minor tracks in mid-summer count and historic races like the Lincoln Handicap and the
November Handicap don’t?
I know they do it for the razzamatazz of presenting the prize on Champions Day, but contrived events fool nobody
and this is just plain crazy. Rod Street has done some terrific work at Great British Racing, and though I have told
him on numerous occasions that he has got this wrong, he continues to cock a deaf ‘un. To my mind, Oisin Murphy
is the true champion jockey in 2018.
YOU WON QUITE A SUM ON WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE. WHAT CAN YOU RECALL FROM THE
DAY?
Everything!! Getting the cheque from Chris Tarrant was amazing although after winning fastest finger they stopped
recording to take me back stage for make-up and there was a girl writing out the cheques so I actually saw the
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cheque for a million with my name on it!!
In the afternoon we all got to practice fastest finger and to have a couple of questions in the chair. I didn’t win any of
the ‘fastest finger first’ rehearsals and lost one by one-hundredth of a second.
In the show, the question that got me into the chair was to put actors in order of height starting with the shortest.
You had five seconds thinking time and I was sure Tom Cruise would be there as he is short. When the names
came up Tom Cruise was A. I was just going to press the button when I saw Danny De Vito was B. I put in B-A
before I even looked at the other two and won by more than a second.
However, most people remember the £125,000 question ‘Which fruit is used to flavour Slivovitz Brandy?’ I hadn’t a
clue and didn’t think any of my five phone-a-friends would either, so I decided to ring my mum, who was 80 at the
time and a tee-totaller. Amazingly, she knew in a nano-second it was plum as she had a miniature of slivovitz
brandy in her display cabinet with what she always thought was a picture of a damson on the label. She is still going
strong and will be 98 this month.
After the show went out, I had letters from all over the place congratulating me including a lovely letter from Irish
trainer John Oxx. Ted Walsh still talks about it when I see him and a Belgian journalist told me at Epsom that year
that everyone had seen it and I was now the most famous person in Belgium, though to be fair there was not a lot of
opposition.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE RACEDAY OF THE YEAR? FLAT AND N.H.
I take it you mean in Britain. I should say any day at Cartmel or at a Yorkshire course, but twist my arm up my back
and I would probably go for Grand National day, even though it was always a high-pressure day when I was
working. Whether you go to Aintree or watch it on television, it is the day when people who would otherwise never
dream of having a bet get involved.
On the Flat, I always enjoy Juddmonte International day at York and all the days of the St Leger festival. The St
Leger is one of my favourite races, possibly because I have managed to find quite a few winners down the years.
WHO WERE/ARE YOUR RACING HEROES?
I admire a great many people still involved in the sport, but it would be tactless to name them. I suppose my big
heroes when I got involved in horse racing were Sir Peter O’Sullevan, who went on to become a great friend and
mentor, Vincent O’Brien, still the greatest dual-purpose trainer ever, though Peter Easterby was not too far behind,
Lester Piggott and the brilliant Brigadier Gerard, the best horse I had ever seen until Frankel.
Since taking an interest in racing history, I have made Fred Archer something of a hero. To ride over 200 winners in
a season in Victorian England when there was no evening or Sunday racing and long-distance travel was so difficult
stamps him as special, particularly as he did it six times!
I bought a whip which belonged to Fred Archer at a charity auction and it has pride of place on my living room wall.
YOU ARE CHAIRMAN OF THE BRITISH THOROUGHBRED RETRAINING CENTRE. WHAT DOES THAT
ENTAIL
How much space do you have? This is my most demanding and yet rewarding role as I feel I am giving something
back to the horses who have given me so much pleasure and kept me gainfully employed over the years.
Very few people realise that so many horses coming out of racing face uncertain futures. We hear about the bigname stars who the world and his wife are happy to give a home to, but not so much about the lesser lights – the
horses that just weren’t fast enough, sound enough or good enough to win races.
These are the ones that are at greatest risk of becoming welfare cases and shaming the sport and these are the
horses that we pick up and find new homes for.
The BTRC is Britain’s oldest and biggest charitable centre dedicated to the retraining and rehoming of racehorses.
We have 40 boxes which are nearly all full – we try to keep a couple free for equine emergencies – and we help
around 70 horses a year.
It costs about £450,000 a year to run the place and getting that money is no easy task as we don’t buy or sell
horses, but rely on donations, legacies and supporters, the biggest of which is the Sir Peter O’Sullevan Trust. Peter
was our Patron for many years and we were one of his six chosen charities when he set up his Trust. Without him
and the continued support we would be out of business.
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I believe we can become more financially stable if we doubled the size of the yard to 80 boxes, which means
building a new stable block as well as developing the barns into accommodation for staff and students and
introducing a new outdoor arena.
We have got planning permission for all parts of this masterplan and all we need now is the funding, so if any of your
members has a couple of million spare, I would be happy to hear from them!
YOU ARE CHAIRMAN OF GO RACING IN YORKSHIRE. IS THAT MISSIONARY WORK FOR A LANCASTRIAN
I suppose I should say yes to that, but I lived in East Yorkshire for over 30 years so they think of me as an honorary
Yorkshireman! When Norman Gundill, the MD of Pontefract rang to ask if I would take the role, he said the Board
thought I would be ideal. My reply was “what could be better for Go Racing in Yorkshire than a Lancastrian living in
Cumbria. It’s a perfect fit!”
Joking aside, it’s a great job. They have nine fantastic racecourses in Yorkshire and it’s always a pleasure to race
there. The Summer Festival is always a fun week, if a little arduous as the early part clashes with Cartmel, while
each October I have to go to Doncaster and host a box with the winners of the nine Best Dressed Lady competitions
which is a really tough assignment. I mean who wants to spend an afternoon with nine lovely ladies - well 13 if you
include the sponsors?
When I took the job, it was for a three-year term with an option to renew and I am happy to say that last March I was
asked to stay on for a third term which sees me through to 2021.

Racing's great character – Ras Prince Monolulu
By HAROLD HEYS
IN THE last edition of Racin', regular correspondent Harold Heys wondered where all the racecourse characters had
gone. And he promised a piece for this edition on the colourful and extraordinary Ras Prince Monolulu from whom
he had bought a tip at the St Leger meeting back in 1958 …
RAS PRINCE MONOLULU could certainly tell a tale. I've just been re-reading his autobiography and I smiled at the
opening line. Monolulu had turned 70 when he decided to tell his life story and he kicked off in style. "I swear that
the evidence I shall give shall be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth."
He had resolved, he wrote, to "lay forever all those bogeys concerning me which have been handed down from
father to son on every racecourse in the world."
He had co-operated with journalist Sidney H White to recount his life story with the promise of the whole truth. At
last, readers back in the early 50s would have thought, at last he'll put to bed that old tale of being born in Abyssinia
(now Ethiopia) the son of a prince.
Well, not exactly. Monolulu was still maintaining that he'd been born in Addis Ababa and had been hauled aboard a
British ship "in the bay" after running away. He would have had to have trekked some 500 miles over mountains in
the highlands and across the Awash river basin before reaching the sea somewhere around Djibouti. Quite a trek for
a 12-year-old.
A few years later Monolulu had pitched up in New York. He didn't have any money but wasn't frightened of work and
got involved with the Salvation Army and a variety of gospel groups.
Our hero didn't get much money carrying banners and helping out with the preaching and the hymn singing but he
did get a "new" name, he recalled. One of the gospel gang decided that "Ras Prince Monolulu" was a bit of a
mouthful and decided he needed something snappier. He became "Peter McKay." It wasn't a name plucked out of
thin air …
He would turn his hand to anything and eventually decided to go back to sea and work his passage to England of
which he had heard so much.
Perhaps I could just stop this narrative here to explain a couple of things that Monolulu must have forgotten after all
those years.
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Abyssinia? Actually, he was born on the tiny island of St Croix in 1881 in what was then Danish territory. It is now
part of the U.S. Virgin Islands. His family bred horses and his father was William Henry McKay and his mother was
Catherine Heyliger. They named their illegitimate son Peter. By the turn of the century, after a few years as a deckhand and kitchen porter and surviving a shipwreck off the coast of Portugal, he had made his way to New York. The
shipwreck? Well every old salt had a shipwreck story, so we'll let him have that one.
England, and London, was everything he had expected. It was magical – even for a Prince. A "darkie," as he called
himself, didn't get pushed off the pavements in the cosmopolitan metropolis. He felt he belonged here and although
he travelled the world he always thought of England as his home and the English as his friends.
His first job was as a scullery man at the Eccentric Club. They were made for each other. Odd jobs, such as
hawking, dentistry and bit parts and scene-shifting in theatre shows followed.
It took a few months for the Prince to find his way to the racecourse which would become his happy hunting ground
till his 1965 death from cancer in the Middlesex Hospital, just to the north of Oxford Street. He lived close to the city
centre for most of his later years – for instance 55 Howland Street in 1939, where the Post Office Tower now stands
– when he wasn't travelling far and wide. He was 84.
It was Derby Day – 1903: Rock Sand's year – and, being skint as usual, he had walked to Epsom. He was
immediately fascinated with the noise and the colour. And the money that was being thrown around – from shiny
shillings to flashes of fivers. He determined to have a piece of the action.
Peter McKay was reckoned to have come up with the fancy "Prince Monolulu" moniker to perhaps earn himself a
few Brownie points as he scrubbed decks and peeled potatoes. His fancy outfit began life in the U.S. But it was
certainly to the fore when he developed his career on the English Turf. He was an excellent tailor and made all his
own outfits.
That Derby afternoon, he had stood and watched as an Irishman tried to sell tips, without much success. After the
first race he went to him and said: "You want man to make big noise, make people look and come to see. I work
with you. You sell tips. I bring crowd."
"All right, darkie. You and me – and we'll split." The prince took a deep breath and called out "Who-o-o-o-o-o" at the
top of his voice. It was a shout heard thousands of time in the years to come. They spent a few months together and
made money. But as fast as Monolulu made it, he lost it to the racecourse gangs, the really sharp boys.
It wasn't long before he branched out on his own in his fancy regalia and loud voice which drew the crowds. He
wrote: "I told them stories. I made them laugh. Get a crowd laughing and they'll buy your tips."
If he found there were Irishmen in the crowd, out would come the lucky shamrocks and he'd sing "Killarney" for
them. For the Yanks he had a good reserve of songs such as "Yankee Doodle" and "Star Spangled Banner." He told
them stories, the dafter the better. And he always had a special line for the ladies! They flocked to buy his
threepenny tips in little envelopes.
His favourite shout – and the title of his autobiography – was "I gotta horse". How did that come about? Apparently,
in the early years of the century there was a character called Gypsy Daniels who ran a religious movement and who
gathered crowds round him on the racecourses.
Crowds that should have been listening to Our Hero – and buying his tips.
The truth and the whole truth. Well, most of it.
One day Ras wandered over to Daniels who was pointing to the skies and shouting "I've got Heaven! I've got
Heaven!" at the top of his voice. Quickly edging into the throng Monolulu mimicked him, arms outstretched, shouting
"And I Gotta Haas! I Gotta Haas!" The laughing crowd quickly swung round, deciding, he wrote, that the chance of
winning a few bob on the big race was "a better bet than the remote chance of an early glimpse of the next world."
Monolulu never tired of travelling and spent months in Germany and Russia and other countries in Europe, selling
tips on the racecourses and to punters in the big hotels. He toured with an African theatre group, he took on every
job going with a circus, even trying his hand – briefly – at lion-taming. Eating a plate of live frogs? No problem.
When the Great War broke out, he was in the wrong place – the middle of Germany and he spent the war in a
prison camp near Berlin.
After the war it was back to the races and he became one of the most well-know and popular characters in the
country. He got to know the top jockeys and many rich and famous owners. And he was well acquainted with
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several of the London magistrates who used to fine him a quid or two for selling anything and everything without a
licence or using mild profanities as he drew laughing crowds in Hyde Park.
He was a lot of fun when humour was in short supply during the hard years between the wars. Nothing ever fazed
him. He would tackle anything just as he did before the war when he would sell ladies underwear, toothpaste and
snake-oil concoctions on street corners one day, perhaps try his hand at fortune-telling the next, and extract teeth
with a pair of pliers the next.
He claims to have made several fortunes only to have lost them again. The Derby wins for Spion Kop (1920) and
Blenheim (1930) made him thousands. He had good information for both and practically begged his clients to stick
their hard-earned on the nose.
Author, gambler and owner Edgar Wallace (pictured below) bumped into him in the Charing Cross Road. "For a
change," said Wallace. "I'm going to give you a tip. If you go up to Doncaster and get hungry, try a nice big
Sandwich." Monolulu went up to Donnie, decided he was very hungry and both backed and tipped Sandwich which
scooted home in the St Leger of 1931 at 9-1. Top jockeys liked him and often confided in him. Perhaps it was the
size. He'd look 8ft tall in his feathers; most jocks barely made 5ft.
I have over 900 racing books now and I have to say that Monolulu's book, "I Gotta Horse," is up there in the top
handful for colour and interest – along with Bob Sievier's autobiography from an earlier era. If you can get hold of a
copy of "I gotta horse" then do so. You won't believe half the tales he tells; many stretched even my fertile
imagination: Chatting to the Czar of Russia, swallowing wriggling frogs during a circus tour, being received by the
King of Denmark in the Royal Palace, playing Man Friday – very loudly – in a pantomime, pulling teeth, oh, and the
apprentice lion-tamer's great escape, for instance. Marriages? Sorry folks, we don't have time to wade through 'em
all.
Perhaps it all really is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Apart from the bit about being an
Abyssinian Prince called Ras. And if it isn't, it's certainly a damn good read and a lot of fun.
Top Marx for Prince
IT took a sharp wit to get one over actor and comedian Groucho Marx. But Monolulu tied him in knots and had the
audience roaring when he went on to the U.S. TV quiz show "You bet your life." in 1957. "I'm not going to have to
talk much tonight," said question master Groucho after a short while. "You'll have your own show in a couple of
weeks." Monolulu, then 77, was paired with an American woman on the live show and she didn't get much of a lookin either. "I can see why he's had six wives," she said with a touch of exasperation. They only won 100 dollars,
answering – or rather arguing about – biblical questions, but the prince got a big hug from her, and loud applause
from the studio audience. There are two short clips on YouTube. Worth watching to see Groucho, looking more than
a bit miffed and almost swallowing his cigar.
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NEWMARKET STABLE VISIT & TOUR WITH
BELINDA ROSE – WEDNESDAY APRIL 17TH
Club member Belinda Rose is a vet in Newmarket and has arranged a tour of several stables in Newmarket
together with a trip to the Warren Hill gallops on Craven Stakes Day. Also, there is an optional trip to the
Breeze Up sales.
Arrival times will be firmed up nearer the time but for the sake of this article I have shown as 9am. Similarly a
finish time is set at 1pm but will be confirmed nearer the time.
As racing takes place the day before (Tuesday) as well some members might like to make it an overnight stay
to take full advantage of what is on offer.
All donations collected for this visit will be passed onto Belinda to support her charity raceday on March 26th at
Hereford when she is riding in a 1m 4f charity race. All funds are raised for the local hospice.
For more information about the visit please contact belindarose25@yahoo.co.uk If you just want to reserve a
place please contact info@northernracingclub.com

HERITAGE HANDICAPS COMPETITION 2019
For those of you looking forward to summer and the flat season, the Heritage Handicap Competition will soon
be returning for another season.
It will begin on Saturday June 1st at Epsom with the ‘Epsom Dash’ and run for most Saturdays over summer,
ending on October 19th with the ‘Balmoral Handicap’ at Ascot on Champions Day.
More details on the races and how to enter will be in the next newsletter and on the club website
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RACING IN THE UAE BY Tommy Buckley of @WeLoveBettingUK
"Dubai World Cup day - the golden pinnacle of the UAE season"
Saturday March 30th 2019 is a date that's been set in my mind for a very long time and that's because it's the
day when two of my favourite racing days take place.
Now I'll personally be at Doncaster for Lincoln Handicap day but I can't deny that my mind will also be on the
high-quality action that will be taking place at Meydan with what's guaranteed to be another fantastic Dubai
World Cup day.
For fans of the racing at Meydan, indeed all flat racing fans, Dubai World Cup day is a celebration of equine
quality as the best horses, trainers & jockeys do battle for the $35 million on offer across the brilliant 9 race
card including $12 million for the Dubai World Cup winning connections.
The 9-race card on Dubai World Cup day consists of 6 Group 1 and 3 Group 2 races with horses from around
the world doing battle over trips ranging from 6 furlongs to 2 miles, there's also a Group 1 for Pure Arabian
bred horses to add something different.
3 Stars set to shine on Dubai Gold Cup day
All 9 races of Dubai World Cup day will provide great quality to enjoy but the three horses I'm personally most
looking forward to seeing are: BLUE POINT in the Group 1 Al Quoz sprint, so far this season BLUE POINT has looked the absolute real deal
in the turf sprint division and it's very hard to envisage anything other than another high class win for
Godolphin's superstar sprinter.
ROY H in the Golden Shaheen, now I highlighted my admiration for ROY H in my last magazine piece and I'm
excited that all has gone well to date with his preparation, I think he'll be the dirt sprint king this time. (see
photo below).
MUNTAZAH in the Golden Mile, I've been blown away by the devastating wins of Muntazah in his last few
starts on the Meydan dirt, he does feature in the Dubai World Cup betting but the Mile is at his mercy with the
excitement of even more to come.
I can't wait for Dubai World Cup day, yes I'll be in the betting ring at Doncaster but I'll be keeping a very close
eye on Meydan, it promises to be a stunning Dubai World Cup day."
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RACING IN DUBAI – BY PAUL WALKER
January 2019.
For racing fans everywhere, Meydan Racecourse should be on your list of places to visit. At first, I needed some
persuasion but I cannot speak too highly of the whole experience. Of course, it helps to have a runner to focus the mind
and give shape and purpose to the week, but the racecourse itself is quite magnificent and the turf track an excellent test
of the thoroughbred.
It is well over 10 years that I have flown anywhere long-haul so all I can say that the 2019 flight with Emirates was a
pleasure. Attentive cabin service and a wide range of in-flight entertainment means that time passes reasonably quickly
for the economy traveller. A prearranged transfer to your hotel is highly recommended but there are public transport links
and taxis readily available.
Since we were going for the racing, our booking was in the Meydan Hotel which overlooks the racecourse and merges
seamlessly into the racecourse grandstand. For early risers, this affords the pleasure of watching trackwork from your
balcony as the desert sun appears above the horizon. Many of the hotels (including the Meydan) offer an executive club
facility which offers significant benefits to residents. They are well worth investigating prior to booking. During the Carnival
season, there is racing every Thursday and sometimes on Saturday too. There is no betting and online UK betting
websites are blocked. For those keen to have an interest there are competitions on each of the races with bets similar to
our jackpot and tri-cast bets.
So that’s the background, what about Victory Command himself and Robynne & Emma who were over with him and the 3
other Mark Johnston horses? There are 20 partners in Kingsley Park 10 and we enjoyed remarkable success in 2018 with
9 wins from 17 runs from our 3 horses. Victory Command is by War Command and cost just 6000gns as a yearling. He
was a late May foal and improved throughout his 2yo season winning 4 times including a valuable listed race at Ascot in
July and then finished 4th in 2 pattern races up against some of the best. Robynne has been out to Dubai with Mark’s
horses on many occasions. Emma has been with Mark for 4+ years and rides as an amateur on the flat.
It was at the beginning of January, that Charlie Johnston confirmed that Vic was going to travel and that his first target
would be on the 24th January on dirt – a new surface for him and over 1900 metres – a new trip.
Six of us decided to go and we all met on Wednesday morning to visit the International Stables to see him with Robynne
and Emma and discuss tomorrow’s prospects. It was clear that he was on great terms with himself, eating and drinking
well and having taken the flight out all in his stride. He looked fit and ready to do himself justice.
Vic had been given the wide draw of 13 which definitely compromises his chances because of the very short run to the
180-degree first bend. (If you imagine an 800-metre athletics race with no staggered start you will get the idea.) So, we
had dirt, distance and draw to overcome and while everyone was hopeful ,3rd would be a great result.
Race day dawned bright and clear and Vic could be seen stretching his legs on the dirt at his usual time of 0655. It’s a
strange feeling being the only spectator to your horse cantering at Meydan in complete silence.
A golf buggy ride took the 6 of us to the racecourse and into the well-appointed Owners and Trainers area for which you
must have the correct badge. A free buffet is laid on for the owners but any drinks must be paid for.
We are Race 2 so there is not too long to wait: the saddling area is vast but, in contrast, the paddock itself is quite small
and compact. Everything runs to time and Royston Ffrench soon joins us in the paddock. Jock Bennett gives Royston his
final instructions and off he goes with Victory Command down the tunnel and out onto the inner floodlit turf track.
All of us find our own place to watch, I am up in the stand with a good view of the start, the final bend and the finishing
straight. In a flash, they are off and running. Vic is away well but some of the jockeys go hell for leather to the first bend
which is just not his style.
The dust flies up from the front runner’s hooves and Royston wisely travels wide to save Vic from the worst of the kickback. Into the final straight, the first 2 have flown by now but Victory Command is out in the clear and passes horse after
horse down the outside. Running strongly right to the finish, he has come 3rd to whoops of his joy from his so proud
supporters.
Royston and Jock are delighted too. Royston reports that he has acted on the track, stayed the trip and he will be better
next time. Whether that will be on dirt or back on the turf, who knows and indeed who cares as the celebrations go on long
into the night.
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Editors Note: Since Paul sent in this article the horse has finished 9th & 12th in two subsequent outings at the track. His
horse still holds an entry for the 2000 Guineas at Newmarket in May with best price of 66/1 available.

GORDON ARMISTEAD’S CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL REVIEW
Tuesday
Supreme Novice: The two-mile novice hurdlers have not looked a great bunch this year but the change of
going produced a decisive winner in Klassical Dream. He looks more a chaser but with the dearth of top-class
hurdlers he is almost certain to be aimed for the Champion Hurdle next season. The second Thomas Darby
finished lame and the third Itchy Feet burst so there must be questions about them for the future. Having
moaned about not being able to run his horses during the winter because of the firm ground Nicky Henderson
bemoaned the soft ground for Angels Breath who now has plenty to prove. Vision D'Honneur was
disappointing as was Al Dancer who might have peaked for the Betfair Hurdle and both should make chasers.
Arkle: A much more wide-open race than usual and my first winner of the week with Duc Des Genievres. The
win was not in doubt from a long way out as he travelled and jumped easily while many of his rivals made
mistakes or departed. Most of his runs have been over about two and a half but he had no trouble at this trip
on the soft ground. Runner up Us and Them has been a consistent performer but hasn't looked like winning
any of the three Grade 1 chases he has been placed second in. Of the short-priced ones Hardline never went
a yard and neither did Lalor while Kalashnikov was travelling better than he did at Sandown before being
brought down but it was only at halfway.
Ultima: A much more competitive race than Beware the Bear won here in January but he found the
improvement to win again. He is surprisingly not in the National but the two Trevor Hemmings placed horses
are. Vintage Clouds and Lake View Lad ran excellent trials with the latter looking a real stayer and maybe
having the better chance of the two at Aintree. The other National entries didn't advertise their claims. Up For
Review didn't stay, Magic of Life made mistakes, Noble Endeavor and Singlefarmpayment always trailed while
Give Me A Copper fell and the other five pulled up.
Champion Hurdle: As poor a Champion Hurdle a you will see. Espoir D'Allen bolted up and while he has only
been beaten once nothing has suggested he is anything special. Melon again ran his best race of the season
here but was probably below last year's form while Silver Streak was the only one apart from the winner to run
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to his form. Laurina stopped to nothing and will hopefully be better over a trip and fences. Apple's Jade was
beaten by the second hurdle and something was obviously amiss while Buveur D'Air is now becoming a risky
proposition with his jumping. He got away with his mistake at Newcastle but it cost him at Kempton even
though he stood up but came a cropper here and what was once his biggest asset is now his Achilles heel.
Mare's Hurdle: With the best mares going in the Champion this should have been a penalty kick for Benie Des
Dieux and she had it won when falling. Roksana is decent but a rating of 142 is nothing special. Limini would
have been the best of these at her best but she burst here and that might well be the cue for retirement.
Close Brother Handicap: My second winner of the day and as with the first it was over as a contest miles
from home as A Plus Tard bolted in. He will go up into the 160's and will be running in Grade 1's now starting
probably at Punchestown although Henry de Bromhead is more likely than many Irish trainers to send runners
to Aintree. Runner up Tower Bridge has made mistakes in all his chases and maybe a longer trip and a slower
pace would help his jumping.
National Hunt Chase: The most controversial race of the meeting with just four finishers and the jockey on the
third and two others who fell late on getting lengthy bans for not pulling up. I didn't see Le Breuil staying this
trip and was looking for third winner on the day as Discorama travelled the best coming to the last. The winner
will evidently be aimed at Aintree next year. It was miles back to the third and fourth but they hardly looked out
on their feet and I am not sure how jockeys who are supposed to obtain the best possible place can then be
banned for doing just that.
Wednesday
Ballymore: This looked a much better contest than the Supreme. City Island has been steadily brought along
by Martin Brassil and looks the sort who has more improvement in him. Long-time favourite The Champ ran his
race while third home Bright Forecast improved from Haydock with the step up in trip. Favourite
Battleoverdoyen was beaten at halfway while Beakstown joined him in being pulled up and both are better than
they showed here. I fancy both Sams Profile and Galvin have more wins in them.
RSA Chase: The three shortest in the betting fought this out and look destined to take high order in the staying
Grade 1's next season. Topofthegame is a big lump and has been brought along with great patience by Paul
Nicholls. Santini although beaten only half a length never looked like beating the winner from the last and he
will stay all day. Third placed Delta Work needs to improve his jumping. Drovers Lane was well beaten but he
looks the sort to be better at two and a half and the BetVictor could be a good target or maybe the two four
handicap at Punchestown his trainer won in the past with Irish Cavalier. What a disappointment On The Blind
Side has become and he looked totally uninterested in proceedings right from the off.
Coral Cup: Most of these are handicapped up to their best but fifth home Canardier back after a winter break
could well find a handicap in the spring.
Champion Chase: He just keeps winning but looks like he is becoming a bit bored with it all and can only stir
himself at the business end. It now seems connections are going to step Altior up in distance sometime next
season maybe at Kempton but it would seem more sense to try him at Aintree over two and a half. They won't
so that should leave the Melling to Politologue who probably ran his best race here.
Cross Country: A real one-horse race as Tiger Roll just ran away with it. Impressive as it was, I won't be
rushing in for the 5/1 for the National.
Fred Winter: Nap of the day in Band of Outlaws and he overcame trouble in running going to the last to take
this handicap easily. He looked the sort to go for the Grade 1 at Aintree but after what happened on the Friday,
he could easily be kept for Punchestown. Third home Ciel De Neige (on his first run for Willie Mullins) didn't
win in France and should easily find a maiden in Ireland and it would seem logical to save that until the new
season.
Champion Bumper: Probably not a deep field but winner Envoi Allen again found plenty for pressure to beat
Blue Sari. Hopefully be will go on next season. The runner up was evidently lame after the race so we will see
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how he recovers. Poor efforts from Master Debonair and Ask For Glory who had looked much better than they
showed here.
Thursday
JLT: Defi Du Seuil v Lostintranslation 3 and this was the biggest margin between them as Defi made it 2-1 to
him. This looks his trip and there seems no reason why he won't go to Aintree. Lostintranslation must go up to
three miles at Aintree and that trip will surely bring about improvement. Third home Mengli Khan jumped better
than he has so far over fences but appeared not to get home while the rest will be going into handicaps at a
variety of distances.
Pertemps: Those who took the short price on Sire Du Berlais could probably have got much bigger odds at
various times in the race. I am not sure how he still managed to win after being chopped off three out and
making a couple of moderate leaps. Third home Not Many Left can find another handicap and Aintree might
suit him. I fancied First Assignment but he was beaten with a circuit to go and the stable has been a bit quiet.
Two Grand National entries with A Toi Phil just running O K in fifth but Abolitionist pulled up having dropped
away tamely.
Ryanair: A good competitive renewal and Frodon did to the graded horses what he has been doing to the
handicappers all season and just ground them down. This is his best trip and they can't really have been
serious about the Gold Cup. Aso has been placed in this race before but this was a much better effort. I
backed Road to Respect and he travelled well until a mistake at the third last before he stayed on and three
miles is his trip.
Stayers Hurdle: Plenty of runners but few you could fancy and Paisley Park carried in his improvement to win
it pretty comfortably. If he stays sound, he should follow up as none of his rivals here have any improvement in
them and from the novice races only City Island could step up. Sam Spinner somehow sprang back to life and
evidently goes chasing. Faugheen ran his race but retirement must be close while Bapaume is consistent but
might find it easier in novice chases. This was plan B or even plan C for many of those in behind either back
from fences or up in trip and connection of many will be wondering what to do with them in the future.
Plate: This was a winner that got away. Having backed Siruh Jay on trials day I still don't know why I left him
alone today as the race had few that looked to be going forward. The three that did fill the first three places
with the winner likely to be back here for the BetVictor. Janika will go up again for another good second place
while Spiritofthegames will be better for a step up in trip.
Dawn Run Mares Novice: Way back in September I saw Eglantine Du Seuil finish third in a novice hurdle at
Listowel on her last start before her 50/1 win here. The first two in that race have run almost exclusively in
Grade 1's since so really the form was there. The shortest price of the first seven was 25/1 so what the race
amounts to we shall see and there are plenty of mares’ races at listed and above to share around.
Kim Muir: Any Second Now has always looked like he would be better for a trip but 0 for 9 over fences
tempered enthusiasm. It was really straightforward here and a trip to Fairyhouse for the Irish National and
maybe Aintree next season looks a good plan. Runner up Kilfilum Cross has improved for the change of yards
and this was another step up.
Friday
Triumph Hurdle: With the demise of Sir Erec this looked on a par with last season's poor renewal. Perhaps
Pentland Hills will be one of those horses that blossoms for eight flights and leave his flat rating of 73 a distant
memory- we shall see. Runner up Coeur Sublime has had a few goes and is a solid performer with some size
about him but is not a star. Third home Gardens of Babylon doesn't jump well enough and needs a trip.
County Hurdle: The Skelton's are masters of getting their horses well handicapped and Ch'tibello was down
from a peak of 157 to 143 before showing signs of life at Aintree in December. I don't back each way very often
but 28/1 We Have A Dream was too big and I was hopeful for most of the straight. Connections have always
had him down as a chaser and that will be his job next season.
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Albert Bartlett: Minella Indo improved from his first hurdle effort when upped to three miles at Clonmel but his
second place there hardly looked good enough to win this. He also took a good grip and I was sure my
selection Commander of Fleet would sweep by coming to the last. It was not to be as the pair pulled well clear.
The winner's conqueror at Clonmel Allaho was third and with Dickie Diver and Haydock winner Lisnagar Oscar
(who had also finished close together at Chepstow) fourth and fifth and the consistent Derrinross sixth it all
looks solid form.
Gold Cup: This was a really good Gold Cup and you could make a good case of sorts for at least ten of the
runners. Presenting Percy was a ridiculous favourite and of the shorter ones in the betting I couldn't have
Kemboy and Thistlecrack but that hardly made it any easier.
Only three were travelling a mile out Al Boum Photo, Clan Des Obeaux and Bristol De Mai. In the end the latter
two failed to get home and we had a good winner with finally a Willie Mullins Gold Cup. The stayers ran on in
the straight with Anibale Fly in second and Native River coming back for fourth.
Anibale Fly was easily best of the National entrants. Fourth last year without ever looking like winning he will
be off five pounds higher. A real stayer his chances will be helped if Bristol De Mai runs and keeps the weights
down. I can't have Bristol De Mai as a National horse while the extra trip will suit Elegant Escape. Shattered
Love was poor here surprisingly looking a non-stayer and Yala Enki has never struck me as a National sort.
Foxhunters: Road to Rome really sorted them out here and many never got into contention. Winner Hazel Hill
on only his fourth rules outing aged eleven won nicely. He evidently won't go to Aintree. Runner up Shantou
Flyer has taken time to get going in hunter chases but this was a big step up and he does look destined for
Aintree where he hasn't got the trip in the last two Nationals. Road to Rome would be an interesting runner
there while Ucello Conti who was a never nearer fifth here should also turn up.
Grand Annual: They went the usual fast pace but unlike last year there were no fallers. It was very hard to
fancy the veteran Croco Bay but he has run well in the race before. He looked to have problems going to the
last but the closers were Bun Doran and Forest Bihan and they are never going to come out best in a battle.
Martin Pipe: A big field but few in with chances in the straight. Having chased home Apple's Jade on his last
two starts this was an easier task for Early Doors and he had too much pace for Dallas Des Pictons who was
down in trip. This ground suited third home Defi Bleu more than the fast ground at the Dublin festival. All three
will probably be chasing next season.

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL FANTASY RACING
A total of 43 ‘stables’ entered the club’s mini-league in this year’s Cheltenham Festival leg of the
Daily Telegraph competition.
Whilst none of our entrants came close to winning the £2500 ‘national prize’ we did have a very
close finish in our own ‘mini league’ on the final day with Stephen Cawley from Didsbury,
Manchester, just getting up on the line to win.
As usual we shall arrange a racing book prize (or similar) for the winner. All being well we shall set
up mini leagues (free to enter) for the Aintree and Ascot festivals.
Our top five ‘mini league’ finishers are as below:
ENTRANT

STABLE NAME

TOTAL

DAY 4

POSITION

1 Stephen Cawley
2 Helen Goodwill

Igottahorse1
C is for Cookie

1088.71
1084.30

523.00
387.00

1774
1821

3 Philip Evans

Bobby Dog is Three

1029.00

431.50

2625

4 Edward Halewood
5 Adele Brown

Untier of Knots
Skiers

1024.00
1018.00

234.00
277.00

2709
2826
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Go Pointing with Rory Alkin
The weather and equine influenza took their toll on fixtures in February, but luckily the disruption was short-lived. A
couple of horses have caught the eye at the two recent points at Bangor-on-Dee. Each of them is likely to be ridden in
future races by the National Mens’ Champion of 2018 Alex Edwards, who won the Foxhunters at Cheltenham on Hazel
Hill, one of the horses highlighted in my last article..
Optimised, a seven-year-old gelding trained by his governor Philip Rowley has developed into a horse to reckon with in
2019. At the February Bangor meeting, he took on three opponents in his first Open and battled on strongly to beat his
stable companion Bear’s Affair, last year’s Aintree Foxhunters runner-up by a neck. Three weeks later he improved
dramatically for that run and quickly dispensed with a good Confined field by twenty-five lengths. He is certainly a horse
that will win plenty more points but would also be one to watch in Novice Hunter Chases.
Encounter a Giant put up a very impressive performance winning the Intermediate at the first Bangor meeting. He was
up against the odds-on Rob The Getaway that we featured in the previous edition. He overtook the front-running
favourite at the third last and won very well from Asangy after the favourite fell at the last, in the fastest time of the day.
With Asangy having won a Hunter Chase since then, the winner is a really good yardstick and will win further points and
hunter chases. A likely target will be the Connolly's Red Mills Intermediate Hunter Chase at Cheltenham on 3rd May.
There are some excellent meetings over the coming months in the North, with the Middleton on 31st March at Mick
Easterby’s farm in Sheriff Hutton, always one of the best Yorkshire meetings of the season. There are two meetings to be
run at Tabley near Knutsford on 7th April and 19th May, and on Easter Saturday racing takes place at Sandon near Stone.
The Aintree Foxhunters is run on 4th April and the entry of 44 only closed at the time of going to press. However, we will
take a quick look at some of the contenders here. The first three from last year’s contest Balinaslow, Bear’s Affair and
Greensalt are all amongst the entries, but there has been no recent indication from any of them that they will be in
contention this time around.
Road To Rome, trained by Cheshire trainer Joe O’Shea has been a revelation this season. He started by winning a
Maiden point to point at Buckfastleigh in November, and after two more point wins, he won four hunter chases in a row.
He then blazed a trail by leading the Cheltenham Foxhunters for most of the way, until getting caught up the hill, finishing
a creditable fourth to Hazel Hill. The flatter track will suit him better, and his front-running attack of the Grand National
fences could be a sight to behold. He is likely to to be a live contender for the race.
David Maxwell has made some investment in his string over the past couple of seasons, and this forty-year-old
businessman is striving to win one of the big Foxhunter races. He has six entered here including Cheltenham runner-up
Shantou Flyer, who appears to be better over staying trips. However, his best chance may rest with the ex-Noel Meade
trained Road to Riches who recently won a hunter chase at Carlisle, having also come sixth in last year’s Grand National
to Tiger Roll over these fences.
Burning Ambition is a young Irish eight-year-old who looked very impressive winning a Maiden Hunter Chase at the
Limerick Christmas meeting in 2017. He was quickly installed favourite for the Cheltenham Foxhunters last year and
travelled extremely well in that race, until not staying up the stiff Cheltenham hill. He has been steadily taken along this
year and won a hunter chase at Down Royal over two miles three furlongs, just before the entries for the race closed. It’s
likely that he will be competitive in this race.
Justin Landy is a farrier for leading flat trainer Mark Johnson. He runs a small pointing string in North Yorkshire and has
an outstanding strike rate. He has entered the twelve-year-old Seeford who has experience over the Aintree Grand
National fences, having been runner-up a couple of years ago in the Grand Sefton Chase over this trip, when trained by
Richard Newland. He recently won his only hunter chase at Leicester over a similar distance, to show his well-being.
It’s hard to predict who will line up, but our three against the field are Road To Rome, Burning Ambition and Seeford.
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AINTREE FESTIVAL WEEK STATISTICS WITH MAL BOYLE
Mal Boyle is perhaps best known for his placepot guides over the years but he does use his wide range of
racing statistics to cover all sorts of other betting opportunities. He has a wide and varied CV in the sport and
rather than try and summarise it here I would recommend listening to an interview he has done for Star Sports
Bookmakers which you can find here: https://www.starsportsbet.co.uk/meeting-malcolm-boyle/
Mal currently runs a subscription service and you can e mail him for details at malcolmboyle2@gmail.com
As a ‘taster’ Mal has provided some of his statistics for racing during the Aintree festival, as set out below.
AINTREE – LAST 5 YEARS:
Leading trainers:
17 winners—Nicky Henderson (Thursday: 5 – Friday 10 – Saturday: 2)
11 winners—Colin Tizzard (Thursday: 2 – Friday: 6 – Saturday: 3)
8 winners—Willie Mullins (Thursday: 2 – Friday: 2 – Saturday: 4)
Next best: Paul Nicholls (6) – Tom George (4) – Gordon Elliott (4) – NTD (4)
Aintree Thursday: 35 races – 10 winning favourites – 31/35 won at 14/1 or less
Aintree Friday: 35 races – 6 winning favourites – 26/35 won at 14/1 or less
Aintree Saturday: 35 races – 9 winning favourites – 28/35 won at 14/1 or less
Totals: 105 races – 25 winning favourites – 85/105 scored at top price of 14/1
Trainers who saddled most winners last year at the ‘away venues’ (Thu/Fri/Sat)
NH: 3 winners each:
Ali Stronge (20/1, 5/1 & 4/1) & Lucinda Russell (5/1, 9/4* & 6/4*)
FLAT: 3 winners—Saeed Bin Suroor (4/1, 13/8* & 11/8*)
Selected day by day venue stats during the three days:
Taunton – Thursday – 5-year study period:
36 races – 15 winning favourites – All 36 winners at a top price of 12/1
Leading trainer during the study period:
7 winners—Paul Nicholls (5 winning favourites + 11/2 & 6/1)
Sedgefield – Friday – 4-year study period:
28 races – 10 winning favourites – 27/28 winners scored at a top price of 14/1
Leading trainer during the study period:
4 winners—Donald McCain (9/1, 5/1, 4/1 & 9/4)
Newcastle NH – Saturday – 5-year study period:
37 races – 15 winning favourites – 36/37 winners scored at a top price of 14/1
Four trainers saddled three winners apiece:
Ann Hamilton (2/1, 11/8* & 4/9*) – Lucinda Russell (9/4*, 13/8* & 6/4*) – Nick Alexander (9/1, 13/8 & 1/14*) &
Donald Whillans (9/2, 4/1 & 5/2)
Editor’s note: Mal Boyle wrote the first book ever written about betting on football ‘Win at Fixed Odds Football
Betting’ back in 1993 with nine subsequent horse racing books penned, including ‘How to Win at The
Placepot’. Mal also worked with Joe McNally (Ex-Tote & Aintree and now co-author of the Eddie Malloy series
of novels) on a venture called Lazybet which was aimed at winning the old Tote ‘Ten to Follow’ competition for
its syndicate members. Many of Malcolm’s books are still available to purchase on Amazon amongst other
good book retailers!
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GORDON ARMISTEAD’S RACING DIARY
Friday February 1st Dundalk
All weather racing is not really my cup of tea but the Ireland/ England rugby made it cheaper to fly to Belfast
and drive down for the Dublin Racing Festival and a free meeting at Dundalk courtesy of Racing TV could not
be turned down. An earlier start than my last visit and with it still being light you could see the Cooley
Mountains overlooking the course.
Joseph O'Brien is the top trainer here but he floods the place with runners (eleven tonight) and tonight a
second place for eighteen race maiden Proud and Elated was his best result. His best chance Crockford in the
mile maiden burst out of the stalls which meant a 57% deduction for my 14/1 winner Isosceles. The O'Brien
fourth string Shuri will be winning soon. A second winner with Lapilli in the six-furlong handicap at 10/1 made it
a good evening.
Saturday February 2nd Leopardstown
A lovely sunny day but that meant jumps being missed out in all the races.
A big field for the opening Grade 1 two-mile six novice hurdle and plenty of future chasers. After being totally
unsuited to two miles last time this was more Commander of Fleet's cup of tea and he stayed on well to get the
better of Rhinestone who also improved for the trip. Gallant John Joe ran above his form in third while First
Approach was another to improve for the trip in fourth. Favourite Relegate looked very unhappy for most of the
race at one time looking like tailing off as she made mistake after mistake. She only got going on the long run
in from the normal second last and like a lot of these would probably like slower ground. Of those I hadn't seen
before I liked The Big Dog and Embrun Mitja as chasers for next season.
It wasn't a race for the Champion Hurdle as Apple's Jade just ran away with it. Supasundae usually runs to
form so it looks solid and getting the mares allowance she will take all the beating in the Champion at
Cheltenham.
Envoi Allen stood out amongst a decent looking lot in the bumper but had a hard race to land the odds on and
if he were mine that would be it for the season as he is a future chaser. The ex-Nicky Richards Beacon Edge
was given plenty to do on his Irish debut and could have been nearer at the end.
Nothing fresh was learned about either Min in the Dublin Chase or Le Richebourg in the Arkle as both beat
horses they had already beaten. Min will struggle against Altior at Cheltenham while Le Richebourg looks the
one to beat in the Cheltenham Arkle.
Sunday February 3rd Leopardstown
After the problem with the sun today it was the ground which had dried up and led to a whole host of no shows.
Sassy Diva form with Honeysuckle made her look very well handicapped off 116 in the two-mile two mares
handicap hurdle and she showed a great turn of foot to storm home from the last to give owner /trainer Shane
Crawley easily his biggest success. She will stay further and another handicap could come her way.
After Fakir D'oudairies at Cheltenham Sir Erec had a tough act to follow in the Grade 1 juvenile hurdle and he
stepped right up and matched his stable companion. The market for the Triumph Hurdle between the two looks
at bit lob sided in Sir Erec's favour but we shall see.
Neither Klassical Dream or Aramon who fought out the Grade 1 two-mile novice hurdle look outstanding but
there are few contenders for the Supreme around. Klassical Dream has more scope and will stay a trip and
jump fence in time. Third home Vision D'Honneur may have the best future as he certainly has the scope to
make a chaser. La Bague Au Roi might not have needed to be at her best to take the Grade 1 two-mile five
novice chase only getting home by a length and a bit from Kaiser Black. Hardline ran a funny race almost
tailing off at halfway and Winter Escape burst.
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Six no shows in the Gold Cup but a tremendous finish as Belshill just got the nod over Road to Respect. The
Gold Cup is wide open any the Irish challengers that missed this plus Presenting Percy (looks far too short in
the betting) will no doubt go to the last possible trial at Gowran Park if it comes up soft there.
Saturday February 16th Haydock
A good card and a few favourites that were too short and could readily be taken on. First of those was
Yanworth in the Grade 2 Rendlesham Hurdle returning from nearly a year off before which he had begun to
look a bit iffy. Shades of Midnight's second to Paisley Park here in November looked good form and at 6/1 he
was the obvious bet and he made all with Yanworth pulled up.
Scorpion Sid's win here in a two-finisher novice chase hardly warranted a price of 7/4 in the two-mile four
novice handicap chase and he eased things for those that opposed him by unseating early. The obvious
alternative The Paddy Pie ran on dourly to take the race and Sue Smith appears to have another tough sort in
this six-year-old.
The third favourite to take on was Kateson in the Grade 2 Prestige Novice Hurdle upped in trip and with plenty
of unexposed rivals. Kateson turned in a poor effort while Lisnagar Oscar ran away with the race and is a rapid
improver. The form looks solid with Ask Ben's and Stoney Mountain's from against Beakstown and solid
handicap form for fourth home Star of Lanka. Three winners on the afternoon is something I would settle for
anytime.
The Victor Ludorum has had a couple of top-class winners recently in Top Notch and Frodon but I was still at
school when Coral Diver was the last winner to go on and win the Triumph Hurdle. Quel Destin is a really solid
customer but he will probably find one of the Irish too good for him.
Robinsfirth ground out a win in the National Trial under an excellent ride form Sean Bowen needing all of the
trip. He isn't in at Aintree and of those that are only Ramses de Teillee ran his race just getting caught close
home. Only seven there isn't much of him and he doesn't appeal for the big one. The other National entries
were poor. Royal Vacation is fourth is badly handicapped while this ground was too fast for Yala Enki.
Ballyoptic and Vieux Lion Rouge never travelled and soon pulled up. From the Pertemps qualifier Blaklion
again showed little off his much lower hurdle rating.
Wednesday February 20th Punchestown
Star of the show today was Champion Hurdle hope Laurina. She is a big sort with a powerful backend and
looks more a chaser than hurdler. This win told us little and her profile is still more potential than reality and 7/2
for the Champion Hurdle says more about the lack of depth of the top hurdlers but we will see.
My one bet on the day was Choungaya in the Pertemps qualifier after some good runs in graded novice
hurdles. Having got 10/1 and seen him backed into 4/1 he sat third for most of the race and was challenging
long-time leader Cap York at the last when he came down. Cap York kept on well and he should make the cut
for the final but the handicapper will determine his chances.
Only three ever mattered in the two-mile maiden hurdle and the Willie Mullin's mare Allez Dance won nicely but
was getting over a stone from runner up Galilean. Galilean could be interesting in handicaps after another run
off something in the 120's. The third runner of note Timber House made a lot of the running before fading but
he is a big chasing sort off for two years who will come on a lot for the run.
The winner of the two four maiden hurdle Insult won nicely and while probably not graded class should have a
future. The mare's two six maiden hurdle winner The Caddy Rose made most and looks a tough sort for
handicaps while runner up Mount Ida will win her maiden. Bumper winner Sellarbridge was very green but won
easily in what was probably a modest contest.
Thursday February 21st Thurles On my previous visit here the feature Grade 3 Michael Purcell Novice
Hurdle had three future Grade 1 chasers amongst the five runners. Road the Respect finished third and last
beaten seventy-nine lengths, Edwulf fell, and Our Duke pulled up.
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We know plenty about this year's winner Go Another One as this was his twelfth hurdle run with wins at Perth,
Stratford, and Kelso with a rating of 135. A good solid performer but no superstar. The three Gigginstown
runners that chased him home Notebook, Denwork, and Dream Conti are all chasing types of which I liked the
latter best.
The three-mile maiden hurdle was won by thirty-six lengths by Invincible Cave but it was a very poor contest
and he is no star. Rated two-mile two chase winner Real Steel beat some disappointing sorts but could hold
his own in handicaps while mare's bumper winner Coromandel Lady had it won a long way out and could
evidently head to Aintree for the listed race there.
An 80-102 rating ladies handicap hurdle would not normally interest me as a betting medium but 11/2 Chosen
Hour just looked wrong as an inform horse against a bunch of dodge pots and old timers. Sheila Ahern kept it
simple won easily and he looked like he could follow up.
Saturday February 23rd Fairyhouse
Chosen Hour follow up bid came after only two days in a similar weak race under a six-pound penalty and
even at 5/2 he looked value. That was a least until two out when as he went clear he met it all wrong and his
jockey went into orbit.
Worse was to follow on the betting front in the beginners’ chase. Even in a bad race Dakota Moirette at 1/2 had
to be taken on and the Noel Meade runner Aint Dunne Yet had better chase form even if it was over a year
since his last run. Only the two ever got into the race duelling for the lead but Aint Dunne Yet was just on top at
the last where Dakota Moirette fell and somehow tripped up Aint Done Yet causing Sean Flanagan to be
unseated.
Big race of the day was the Bobbyjo Chase with Magic of Life stepping up from mares’ races made favourite
but her jumping didn't stand the test. Alpha Des Obeaux doesn't really get three miles although he races over
that trip most times and was again found wanting at the end as Rathvinden went by him. The winner looks a
good candidate for Aintree with form over four miles and while he is better on soft ground, he goes on
anything.
The other Grade 3 on the cards for juvenile hurdlers went to Way Back Home for first season trainer Padraig
Roche with this being his twelfth winner. Way Back Home stays well for a horse that was running in sprint
handicaps last flat season and has improved with every run. He might be worth go at Aintree.

Sunday February 24th Naas
Not as good renewal of what is billed at Cheltenham trials day.
Chosen Mate just held on to take the Grade 2 two-mile Novice Hurdle and will evidently be aimed at Aintree
but he is not top class. Long term the third horse Milan Native could be the best prospect just a week after his
maiden win. He will need a trip and fences and was not given a hard time here.
The other graded race went to the well exposed Cadmium in the two-mile chase who saw off the regressive
Doctor Phoenix. He usually runs his race but his handicap mark looks high enough.
Biggest prize of the day was in the two four novice handicap chase which went to the rapid improver Poker
Party who can win again. There is a decent race in Kildorrery but only if they abandon the exaggerated waiting
tactics that connections seem to think he needs. He might not have got home here after making up an
enormous amount of ground between five and two out.
Twenty-three in the two-mile maiden hurdle but four were clear from the second hurdle and one of those faded
from halfway. Winner All For Joy made all after being runner up in six of his seven runs. The placed horses
Momus and Fast Buck also have plenty of seconds and thirds on their C. V’s. so, this was not a good maiden.
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He won the Irish Derby 'three times running' By HAROLD HEYS
THERE have been some excellent drama series on television over the past few months. But on the very rare
occasions that scriptwriters venture into unknown territory, such as sport and especially racing, I just sit there
waiting for the bit of nonsense that always comes along.
The second last programme of the recent Grantchester series was a case in point. My wife and I are big fans,
but when a conversation of the programme turned to horse racing, I stiffened and waited, hanging on to every
word ...
I hadn't long to wait. Sure enough, one character was waxing lyrical about a horse he had bought in Ireland.
His "father" apparently had won the Irish Derby "at the Curragh" three years running." Give me strength.
Later in the programme he went into the woods and shot himself. He probably realised that he faced ridicule
for the faux pas he had uttered.
How many people on the vast set would have heard that line in rehearsal and on the live shoot? How many
writers and editors would have given it the nod? Surely the experienced actor spouting such garbage might
have raised an eyebrow? Just about everything else was perfect. But it was all ruined by the old problem of
writers slipping in sporting lines of which they know little. Or in this case, apparently – nothing.
I worked for over 20 years on the sports desks of national newspapers and we always used to wince when
newsmen ventured into the world of sport, or the "blunt end" of newspapers as they used to call us. Several
bits of nonsense in the news pages come readily to mind. But out of all of them I have to say that a horse
winning the Irish Derby "three years running" is probably top of the many cringes.
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